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Let F be a field of q = p" elements, where p is prime. We present wo new probabilistic 
algorithms for factoring polynomials in FIX] that make particularly efficient use of random 
bits. They are easy to implement, and require no randomness beyond an initial seed whose 
length is proportional to the input size. The first algorithm is based on a procedure of 
Berlekamp; on input f in FIX] of degree d, it uses dlog 2 p random bits and produces in 
polynomial time a complete factorisation of f with a failure probability of no more than 
lip c1-'~'t/2. (Here ~ denotes a fixed parameter between 0 and 1 that can be chosen by the 
implementer.) The second algorithm is based on a method of Cantor and Zassenhaus; it uses 
d logz q random bits and fails to find a complete factorisation with probability no more than 
1/qC1-,~/4. For both of these algorithms, the failure probability is exponentially small in the 
number of random bits used. 
1. Introduction 
Let F be a finite field with q elements, where q = p" and p is prime. Consider the prob lem of 
factoring polynomials fE FIX] into irreducible factors. There are no known deterministic 
polynomial-t ime procedures for this problem, though there are efficient methods that use 
random numbers. We will present two algorithms that are easy to implement and make 
particularly efficient use of these random numbers. In particular, they require no 
randomness beyond an initial seed about as long as the input, and the probabil ity of their 
not obtaining complete factorisations is exponentially small. 
Berlekamp's factoring algorithm runs in time polynomial in degf  and q (Berlekamp, 
1970). Thus, for bounded values of q, this is a polynomial-t ime algorithm. If q is arbitrary, 
however, Berlekamp's algorithm requires an exhaustive search through the field F and this 
takes exponential time. To avoid this, various probabilistic polynomial-t ime factoring 
algorithms have been invented (Berlekamp, 1970; Robin, 1980; Ben-Or, 1981; Cantor  & 
Zassenhaus, 1981). When endowed with the ability to flip coins, i.e. access to a source of 
independent, unbiased random bits, they are efficient and reliable. 
In this paper we adopt the view that random bits are a scarce resource, and seek 
factoring algorithms that use this resource efficiently. There are two reasons for our point 
of view. First, a careful analysis of exactly where and how much randomness i required to 
solve a particular problem may produce valuable new insight into the problem. Second, 
whether polynomial-t ime computat ion benefits from randomness i an open question. One 
could conceivably resolve this in the negative by reducing the randomness requirement to 
zero. Our  results may lead in this direction. To make our view precise, we introduce a 
formal definition of random bit usage that was proposed in Shoup (1987). 
First, we adopt  the following idealisation of probabil istic omputation. On input x, an 
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algorithm A computes its random bit requirement b(x) (the time to compute b(x) and its 
value are potynomialty bounded in Ixl, the length of x). A then is supplied with a random 
bit string of length b(x) and, after time bounded by a polynomial in lxl, it outputs an 
answer or the special symbol "?", signifying failure. We assume the failure probability 5(x) 
is less than a fixed constant (1/2, say), and that if A succeeds in producing an answer, it is 
correct. Following Babai, we call such an algorithm a Las Vegas algorithm (see Johnson, 
t984). 
The measure we shall use to estimate random bit usage is the function h(x) defined by 
h(x) - b(x) 
log 2 [1/e(x)] 
if e(x) is nonzero and zero otherwise, h(x) is called the half-cost of A on input x; it measures 
the relationship between the random bit consumption and the failure probability in an 
invariant fashion. In particular, it does not change if we iterate algorithm A to reduce the 
failure probability. Intuitively, the half-cost measures the number of random bits required 
to cut the failure probability in half, provided we buy random bits "in bulk". Since b(x) is 
polynomial in lxl, so is h(x). If 5(x) > 0, then 8(x) >_ 2 -blx), so h(x) > 1. Therefore, the best 
non-zero half-cost we could hope for is h(x) = O(1). If h(x) <_ H for all x, then 5(x) _< 2 -btx~/n, 
i.e. the failure probability is exponentially small in the number of random bits used. 
Previously, Bach (1987) described a constant half-cost Las Vegas algorithm for finding 
square roots modulo primes. In this paper we extend this result and give two constant 
half-cost Las Vegas algorithms for polynomial factoring. The first is based on Berlekamp's 
algorithm and an extension described in Cantor & Zassenhaus (1981). Given a polynomial 
fo r  degree d in FIX], it produces a complete factorisation of fus ing d log2 p random bits, 
obtaining a failure probability bound of lip (1-")all2. This implies a half-cost bound of 
2/(1 -5)  (here e, 0 < 5 < 1, controls the tradeoff between running time and failure rate). The 
second algorithm is based on the distinct degree factorisation method (a so-called "folk" 
method) and improvements o this method described in Cantor & Zassenhaus (1981). It 
uses d log2 q random bits, obtaining a failure probability bound of 1/q c1-~d/4. This implies 
a half-cost bound of 4/(1-5). We do not claim that the first algorithm is necessarily 
superior to the second in practice, since the half-cost bounds contain an arbitrary 
parameter 5 and randomness may not be the only resource of interest. 
Both of these algorithms are efficient and easy to implement. The usual approach 
searches for a "splitting polynomial" h for which gcd(F(h), f )  :A 1, f (F is an easily 
computable function) and tries many independently chosen values of h. Our approach is to 
choose a seed at random and then deterministically generate a simple sequence that with 
very high probability contains a splitting polynomial. In particular, no sophisticated 
pseudo-random number generator is required. 
We describe these algorithms in sections 2 and 3, respectively. In section 4, we briefly 
discuss some implementation details. 
2. Modifications of the Berlekamp Algorithm 
Recall that F is a finite field with q = p" elements, where p is prime. We assume that we 
are given a concrete representation F = Zp(C~), where c~ is a root of an irreducible 
polynomial over 2~p of degree n. 
Let f be a polynomial of degree d in F[X] that we wish to factor. The first step of 
Berlekamp's algorithm is to obtain a polynomial f *  that has the same irreducible factors 
as f, but with each factor occurring only once, i.e.f* is squarefree. This is easily done [see, 
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e.g., Knuth (1981), p. 4211. So without loss of generality we will assume that the 
polynomial f is squarefree to begin with. Let f=f t  "" ' f ,  be the complete factorisation o f f  
F contains Zp as a subfield. Furthermore, F is an n-dimensional Zp-vector space with 
1, e . . . .  , a,-1 forming a basis. The ring F IX] / ( f )  is an F-vector space of dimension d
with the residues modf  of 1 . . . . .  X d-t forming a basis. Therefore, F[X] / ( f )  is an 
nd-dimensional 7]p-Vector space with the residues mod f of e~X j ( i=0 . . . .  ,n - l ;  
j = 0 . . . . .  d -  1) forming a basis. Throughout the rest of this section, we purposefully blur 
the distinction between a polynomial and its residue modf  
Now, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we have an isomorphism 
F[X] / ( f )  ~ FEX] / ( f l )  x . . . x FEX]/( f i ) .  
For simplicity, we identify F[X] / ( f )  with its isomorphic image, and call the residues 
(at, az,.. . ,  at) 
the components off. Sincefi is irreducible, F[XI / ( f~)  is a field containing ~'~, the fixed field 
of the Frobenius automorphism x~x p on F[X]/( f i ) .  Thus, R=I-I~=IZ p is an 
r-dimensional 7/p-vector space, and is the kernel of the Pep-linear map on F[X] / ( f )  given 
by x~x~-x .  Since we have an explicit basis for F[X] / ( f )  over Zp, we can construct the 
matrix of this linear map, and by Gaussian elimination find a basis cd t) . . . . .  co (') for R 
over 7/p. 
If p is small, we can quickly factor f in the following manner. First, we compute 
h~ I = o~(~)+j (i= 1 . . . . .  r ; j=O . . . . .  p--l). 
Then, we initialise a set S = {f}, and iteratively refine it as follows: for each h~j we consider 
each f in  S in turn, and compute gcd(h~i,f); if this is a proper divisor v off, we replace f in  S 
by v and fly. Any pair of factorsf~,ft must be separated by this procedure, since there must 
be some basis element 
cr ~1 ~ (w~ . . . . .  w,) (w~) ,  
for which w~ ~ wt (otherwise, all elements of R would agree in their s and t components, 
which is not the case). For this co Ct), 
co ~~ w~ -= 0 (modL), 
co (0-w~ ~ 0 (modf). 
Thus, co (~ -w~ will serve to separate f~ and ft. 
For large p, we can use a probabilistic method escribed in Cantor & Zassenhaus (1981) 
that goes as follows. Choose a random element h of R (this is easy as we have a 77p-basis for 
R). In component notation 
h = (aD...,a~) (aCeZp). 
Then compute 
u = h c"- t)/z = (a]p- 1)/z . . . . .  a~p- 11/2) 
(note p is odd) and try to spl itf  with t t -1  and u. Let )~ be the quadratic haracter on Zp. 
The probability that neither gcd(u - l , f )  nor gcd(u,f) split f is the probability that 
)~(at) . . . . .  )~(a,),since each component of u is 0, 1, or - 1. This probability is asymptotic 
to 1/2 "-~ as p~oo. Using this method, we can construct a Las Vegas algorithm to 
completely factor f, but it will not have a constant half-cost. Indeed, if f=f~f2 ,  the 
probability that u splits f i s  about 1/2, leading to a half-cost near 2 log2 p. 
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We now give a modification of this algorithm that does have a constant half-cost for 
sufficiently large p. 
ALGORITHM 2.1. Input:f. Output: The set of irreducible factors off. 
(1) Construct he basis co (1) . . . . .  co <r) for R over ~v as described in paragraph 4 of this 
section. 
(2) If r = 1 then output {f} and quit; otherwise, let k = [89 log2 p-] and S = {f}. Repeat 
steps (3a)-(3d) d times. 
(3a) Choose a random x ~ Zp. 
(3b) Let h~j = xo) (~ +j  (i = 1 . . . . .  r; j = 0,.. . ,  k). 
(3c) For each hi., comr)ute u..--h(~. -~)/2 J r I J  t J  ' 
(3d) For each ui~, consider each f in S, and compute gcd(uwf) and gcd(%-1,f). 
If either of these is a proper divisor v off, then replace f in S by v and ./~v. 
(4) If IS[ = r, then output S; otherwise, report failure. 
We now analyse the failure probability and half-cost of this algorithm. For fixed s and t, 
1 _< s < t _< r, let P~z be the probability that one iteration of step (3) of Algorithm 2.1 fails to 
separate f~ and ft. We state the principal result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.2. We have 
log2 P P,, < pl/~" 
From this a half-cost bound (Corollary 2.5, below) easily follows. Before proving this we 
will need two lemmas, the first of which is proved in Schmidt (1976). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Z be a multiplicative character of order d > 1 on a .finite .field K with q 
elements. Suppose that g(X)e K[XJ has m distinct roots (in the algebraic closure of K) and is 
not a dth power, i.e. not of the type g(X)= c(h(X)) d, where ceK,  and h(X)~K[X].  Then 
~., ;((g(x)) < (m-  1)q t/2. 
xeK 
LEMMA 2.4. I f  fl, y are distinct, nonzero elements of F, then none of the polynomials 
1-I (X-jfl)~s(X-jy)~J (0 <_ ej <_ 1, not all ej zero) 
l<_j~k 
are squares. 
PROOF. Since fl and y are distinct, if such a polynomial were a square, then for distinct 
Jl,...,Jw between 1 and k, 
Jlfl = J2~', 
J2fl =JAY, 
J . -  lfl = JwY, 
Jwfl =JlY. 
But this implies that fl ~Jv = Y ~Jv, so either fl = y or Y',Jv = 0. The first is impossible, and 
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the last cannot be true because 
w k 
0< ~, jr< ~ j=k(k+ l)/2 <p. 
,affil j= l  
The last inequality follows from the fact that k = [89 log2 p-]. [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. Without loss of generality assume that s = 1, t = 2. There must be 
some basis element m ") = (a, b . . . .  ) for which a # b. If either a or b are zero, then hm will 
separate f~ and f2, provided x # 0. Otherwise, if x(a):# x(b), where X is the quadratic 
character, hm-1  will separate f l  and rE, again, provided x # 0. In either case, we have 
Pa2 <- l/p, so we can assume that a and b are nonzero and that x(ab) = 1. 
For any j, 1 _<j < k, we cannot have 0 = ax+j = bx+j, and if either ax+j or bx +j are 
zero, then hij will separate f l  and f2. So if we fail to separate f~ and f2, there must exist 
nonzero y~ . . . . .  Yk in Zp such that 
(ax+ 1)(bx + 1) = y~, 
(ax + 2)(bx + 2) = y~, 
(ax + k)(bx + k) = y~. 
Since ab = c z, we can set z ; -  yJc and rewrite this system of equations as 
(x + l/a)(x + 1/b) = z~, 
(x + 2/a)(x + 2/b) = z~,, (,) 
(x + k/a)(x + k/b) = z~. 
Let N = [{(x, zl . . . .  , Zk)~Z~ +1 :(X, zl . . . . .  Zk) satisfieS (*)}[. We want to get a good upper 
bound on N. Now, for fixed c, the number of z satisfying z2 = e is 1 + X(c). Therefore, 
k 
N = Y'. YI (1 +)d(x+j/a)(x+j/b))) 
x~Zp j= 1 
) = • ~ X (x +j/a)eJ(x +j/b) ~j . 
O~e~ . . . . .  ek~,l x~7/p 
In this last expression, the term corresponding to el . . . .  = ek = 0 is p. For the other terms, 
we can get an upper bound on the magnitude of the character sums appearing therein 
using Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. These lemmas imply 
We divide this by 2 k to obtain a bound on the number of x for which there exist nonzero 
zl . . . . .  Zk satisfying (*), and then divide by p to obtain a bound on the probability P12. This 
produces 
P12 < 1/2k + (k -  1)/p 1/2 + 1/(2kpl/2). 
The right-hand side of this inequality is asymptotic to 89 log2 p/p1~2 as p--+oo, and some 
calculations how that it is less than log2 p/p~/2 for all p > 3. So the theorem is proved. [] 
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COROLLARY 2.5. The failure probability of Algorithm 2.1 is bounded by 
(the inequality holds for any ~ > 0 provided p is sufficiently large). 
PROOF. Since the iterations of step (3) are independent, he probability of not separating 
any fixed pair of factors is at most 
((logpp)2) d/2" 
Summing over all pairs, we have a failure probability bound of 
( r ) f ( l~ < ((l~ d/2 
22\ p)2f/2 _ 
d 2 
The last inequality follows from the fact that d t/a is maximised at d = 3. 
This gives the first bound. To get the second, note that for any e > 0 and p sufficiently 
large, we have 3'~#a(log/p)2 < p,. [] 
The number of random bits used by Algorithm 2.1 is essentially d log 2 p, so Corollary 
2.5 implies that the half-cost is no more than 2/(1 - t ) ,  since for small p, we can resort to the 
deterministic version of Berlekamp's algorithm. This bound is valid even using the 
approximate uniform distribution described in section 4. 
We note an interesting consequence of Theorem 2.2, due to the second author and 
worked out more fully in Shoup (1988). Since P~ < log 2 P/x/P, if more than ~ log2 p 
different values of x are used in step (3a) of Algorithm 2.1, one of them must splitf. Hence, 
the time required to deterministically factor a polynomial over a finite field of 
characteristic p is at most a polynomial in the length of the input, times x/P. 
3. Modifications of the Cantor/Zassenhaus Algorithm 
Again, F is a finite field with q = p'~ elements, and we want to factorf~ FrX] of degree d. 
As in section 2, we assume that f is squarefree. The first step of the Cantor/Zassenhaus 
algorithm is to perform "distinct degree factorisation", that is, obtain factorsfml .... f<"J of 
fsuch that: (1) eachf  (~ is the product of r~ distinct irreducible polynomials of degree ez; and 
(2) each irreducible factor o f f  appears in somef  ~ This can be done in polynomial time by 
using the fact that Xq~--X is the product of all monic irreducible polynomials whose 
degrees divide a [see Cantor & Zassenhaus (1981) for details]. 
In this section, our analysis will involve several rings and fields, and it will be important 
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to be explicit about the algebraic structures and homomorphisms under discussion. In 
particular, for g, h~F[X] ,  we will use the notation [g]h to denote the image of g in 
F[X]/(h). 
We first discuss factoring f - -  f l ,  9 -f, where thefts are distinct irreducible polynomials of 
degree . We consider the case where p is odd in detail, and then sketch the differences for 
the case where p = 2. 
By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we have an isomorphism 
F iX]~( f )  ~- F[XJ / ( f l )  x " " x F[XJ/(fr). 
Let Q = qe. Each F[X]/(f~) is a field with Q elements containing F as a subfield. Fix some 
arbitrary field E of size Q that contains F. Then there is an isomorphism cr~ of F[X]/(f~) 
onto E that fixes F. Thus, we have an isomorphism of F[X] / ( f )  onto E' that sends [hi: to 
(al([h]:~) . . . . .  a,([h]:,)). We identify F IX] / ( f )  with its isomorphic image. 
The Cantor/Zassenhaus algorithm first chooses a polynomial h at random of degree 
<re. In component notation this will be 
[h]: = (al , . . . ,  a~), 
where a~ is a randomly selected element of E. We compute u= h IQ- ~)/2 modf. Then 
[u]:  = (a~-11/~ . . . . .  ~Q- ~:.). 
Let X be the quadratic haracter on E. The probability that neither gcd(u -L  f )  nor 
gcd(u,f) split f is the probability that x (a~)=" '= x(a,), which is asymptotic to 1/2 "-1. 
Using this approach, we can construct a Las Vegas algorithm for factoring f, but it will 
certainly not have a constant half-cost, 
We now give a now algorithm for factoring a polynomial f of this restricted type. Along 
with f, it is given as input an "iteration parameter" :,.We assume a canonical enumeration 
C1, C2,.. 9 of polynomials over F of degree <e. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. Input: f, ~.. Output: the set of irreducible factors off. 
(1) Let k = Vlog2 07, and S = {f}. 
(2) Repeat steps (3a)-(3c) 2 times. 
(3a) Generate a random polynomial h in F[X'] of degree <2e. 
(3b) Compute ul = (h + Ci) IQ- 1)/2 mot i f  (i = l . . . . .  k). 
(3c) For each u,, consider each f in  S, and compute gcd(u,,f) and gcd(u,--l,f). If either 
of these is a proper divisor v off, then replace f in S by v and f ly. 
(4) If ISI = r ,  then output S; otherwise, report failure. 
We want to get a bound on the probability that Algorithm 3.1 fails to completely factor 
f. For fixed s and t, 1 < s < t < r, let P~t denote the probability that one iteration of step (3) 
fails to separate f~ and f .  
THEOREM 3.2. We have 
(log2 Q)2 
5,< Q 
PROOF. Without loss of generality assume that s = 1, t = 2. We have an isomorphism of 
F[X] / ( f l f2)  onto E 2 which sends [h]:,:~ to (cq(I-h]:l), a2([h]:~)). We identify F[X l / ( f l f2 )  
with its isomorphic image. As h ranges over all polynomials of degree <2e, it ranges over a 
complete residue system modflf2.  So if h is chosen at random, then in component 
notation, [h]:~:~ = (x, y), where x and y are randomly chosen elements of E. 
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For i = 1 . . . . .  k, let a~ = ax([C[1 r,) and b~ = ~2([C~]f:). The ats are distinct, and so are the 
bts. Now, u~ ==-(h+C~) (~ (modf), and so this congruence holds modf i J~ as well. 
Therefore, in component notation 
[Ui] f ,f 2 = ((X "t- ai) (0"- 1)/2, (y -t- b~) (Q- 1)/2). 
Thus, P12 is no more than the probability that for i -- 1 . . . . .  k, )~(x+a~) = X(y+b~), where 
we choose x, yeE  at random. Let P'~2 be the probability that for i=  1 . . . . .  k, )~(x+a~) 
=Z(y+b~)r Then P12<_k/Q2+P'i2 . Now, P'i2 is the probability that there exist 
nonzero zt . . . . .  Zk in E such that 
(x+ai ) (y+bl )  = z~, 
(X + a2)(y + b2) = zz 2, (,) 
(x + ak)(y + bk) = z~. 
Let N = I{(x, y, zl . . . . .  Zk) E E k+a :(x, y, zi . . . . .  Zk) satisfies (,)}[. We want to get a good 
upper bound on N. We have 
N = ~ (1 +Z((x+a~)(y+bt)))"  "(1 +)~((X+ak)(y+bk))) 
X, yeE  
= ~ ~ Z((x+ai )h(y+bl)  h ' ' '  (X+ak)ik(y+bk) l~) 
0~i l  . . . . .  l k< l  x ,y~E 
= . . . . .  ; 
In this last expression, the term corresponding to i 1 . . . . .  i k = 0 is QZ. We can use 
Lemma 2.3 to bound the magnitude of each of the other terms, obtaining 
We divide this quantity by 2 k to obtain a bound on the number of x, y for which there exist 
nonzero z l , . . . ,  Zk satisfying (*), and by (2 2 to obtain a bound on P'~2- Using the fact that 
Pi2 -< k/Q2+p'i2, we have 
-Q  +~+ 4 2 +1-_~ " 
The right-hand side of this inequality is asymptotic to 88 2 Q)2/Q as Q ~ 0% and some 
calculations how that it is less than (log2 Q)2/Q for all Q > 3. So the theorem is 
proved. [] 
We now consider the case q = 2". We will assume that F contains a primitive cube root 
of unity co. If this is not the case, we can construct the quadratic extension of F using the 
polynomial o)2+m+l,  factor f in this extension field, and then, if necessary, multiply 
conjugates together to obtain the factorisation o f f  over the original field. 
We now modify Algorithm 3.1 to handle this case. Step (1) is changed so that 
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k = [loga Q 1. Step (3b) is changed so that 
ui -- (h + Ci) (Q- 11/3 modf. 
In step (3c), we compute gcd(ut,f), gcd(u~+ 1,f)  and gcd(ug+ co,f). 
We can prove an analog of Theorem 3.2 for this modified algorithm. Let /~t be the 
probability that one iteration of step (3) of this modified algorithm fails to separate f~ 
and f,. 
THEOREM 3.3. We have 
(log 3 Q)z 
Pst ~ . . . . . .  Q 
SKETCH OF PROOF. This is very similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2. The relevant system of 
equations is 
(x +th)(y+bt)  2 = z~ (i = 1 . . . . .  k). 
We can estimate the number of solutions by using the fact that for fixed c e E, the number 
of z s E satisfying z a = c is 1 +)~(c) +)~(c2), where X is a multiplicative character of order 3 
on E. [] 
Using Algorithm 3.1, we now describe an algorithm for factoring any polynomial f in 
F[X l  of degree d. The basic idea is to perform distinct degree factorisation, and then apply 
Algorithm 3.1 to each of the resulting factors. 
ALGORITHM 3.4. Input: Jl Output: the set of irreducible factors of f .  
(1) Perform distinct degree factorisation, obtainingf tl~ . . . . .  f(,,,I, whereff) has r~ factors, 
each of degree v Initialise S = { }. Generate a list p of d random elements from F. 
(2) For i= 1 . . . . .  m, do the following. If r i=  1, then add f(i~ to S. Otherwise, let 
2t = Id/(2e~)I. Run Algorithm 3.1 on f  Cl) with 2 = 2i, using p as the source of random 
field elements. If this succeeds in completely factoringf (i;, then add the set of factors 
to S; otherwise, report failure. 
(3) Output S. 
To analyse this algorithm, we will ignore those f(~ with r~ = 1, since they are completely 
factored already. Therefore, to simplify the discussion, we will assume that r~ > 2 for each 
i = 1 . . . . .  m. We will also assume that el < e2 <'  ' 9 < e,n. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 0 < ~ < 1 be a constant. Then there exists another constant C, depending on 




provided qe, > C. 
PROOF. The probability thatf~i~ is not completely factored is no more than the sum over all 
s and t, 1 ~ s < t <_ r~, of P~,. By Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, this is at most 
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where Qi = qe' (note log 3 Qi < log2 Qi). Since 2 i > [rJ2] ~> (r i -  1)/2, we can bound this by 
~'" ) <- 
Q, 
Now, let e, 0 < e < 1 be a constant. Then there exists a constant C such that Q~ > C 
implies 9(log= Q~)z <__ QT. In this case, the failure probability is no more than 1/q ~1 -~)~'~'. We 
have d = (2el)2t + tq, where 0 <_ ~:~ < 2e~. Since d _> 2el, it follows that (2e~)2i > d/2, and 
hence e~2~ > d/4. The lemma follows immediately. [] 
For fixed e, we modify Algorithm 3.4 as follows. If q~'<_ C, then we factor f(~) 
deterministically by brute force examination of all monic polynomials of degree e,, of 
which there are no more than C. Otherwise, we use Algorithm 3.1. The failure probability 
bound in Lemma 3.5 now holds unconditionally. Note that this bound holds even using 
the approximate distribution for p described in section 4. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let 6, 0 < 6 < 1 be a constant. Then there exists another constant D, depending 
on 5, such that the failure probability of Algorithm 3.4 is less than 
1 
q(I -a)(1 -~)d/4~ 
provided q~" > D. 
PROOF. Summing over all i = 1 . . . . .  m, we see that the probability of failing to factor some 
f(1) is at most m/q (I ,)a/4. For fixed 0<~< 1, we want to bound this quantity by 
1/q cl-a)(z-")a/'~. Suppose this bound fails. Then we have qd< m ~, where 3' = 4/(6(1-e)). We 
know that d _> 2el +"  9 +2era > re(m- 1)+ 2e,,. So we have qe,, < (m~/qmC,,-t))I/z. Now, the 
quantity on the right-hand side goes to zero as m--+oo, and so it is bounded by some 
constant D. [] 
We modify Algorithm 3.4 so that if qe~ _< D, then we fac tor fby  brute force. The failure 
probability bound in Lemma 3.6 now holds unconditionally. The number of random bits 
used by Algorithm 3.4 is essentially d log2 q, implying a half-cost of no more than 
4/((1 --6)(1 -- e)). 
4. Implementation Details 
Throughout our discussion, we have tacitly assumed that by using about e log2 p 
random bits, we can generate a random list of numbers 
x = (x l , . . . ,  x~) (0 < x~ < p), 
with a uniform distribution. We now justify this assumption. 
We first point out that the "standard" method of generating a random number between 
0 and p does not work. This method is to generate a random number using ]log2 Pl 
random bits, and then throw this number away if it is too large. This process is repeated 
until a number in range is generated. This method uses far too many random bits for our 
purposes. 
We now describe a method that does work. Let b = l-log2 pk]. Generate b random 
bits, and view the result as a number y, with 0 < y <) 2 b. Compute z = y rood pC. Note that 
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p" < 2 b < 2p ". So for any 0 __< z o < pC, the number of 0 < Y0 < 2b such that Zo = Yo mod p~ is 
at least 1 and at most 2. Therefore, for any zo, Pr [z  =Zo] <2/2 b <2/P  e. Furthermore, 
Pr[z  = zo] > 1/2 b > 1/(2p~). 
Now, compute x = (xx . . . . .  xe) where the x~s are the digits of z when z is written in base 
p. This gives a one-one correspondence b tween the possible values of z and the possible 
values of x. Therefore, for any e-tuple xo, we have 
< Pr[x  = x0-t < 2 . 
Suppose that an algorithm has a failure probability of ct assuming a true uniform 
distribution. Let e' be the failure probability assuming our approximate uniform 
distribution. Let S be the set of e-tuples which cause failure. Then 
e '= }-" Vr[x =Xo] < Y'. 2/p ~= 2c~. 
xo~S xoES 
In all of our examples, ~ is sufficiently small that this increase by a factor of  2 is negligible. 
This research was sponsored by the National Science Foundation, via grants DCR-8504485 and 
DCR-8552596. 
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